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Fully Integrated Magnetically
Actuated Micromachined Relays
William P. Taylor, Member, IEEE, Oliver Brand, and Mark G. Allen, Member, IEEE

Abstract— A fully integrated magnetically actuated micromachined relay has been successfully fabricated and tested. This
particular device uses a single-layer coil to actuate a movable
upper magnetically responsive platform. The minimum current
for actuation was 180 mA, resulting in an actuation power of
33 mW. Devices have been tested which can make and break
1.2 A of current through the relay contacts when the relay is
electromagnetically switched. Operational lifetimes in excess of
850 000 operations have been observed. Contact resistances as low
as 22.4 m have been observed under electromagnetic actuation.
Magnetic and structural finite-element (FE) simulations have
been performed using ANSYS to calculate both the actuation
and contact forces. [288]
Index Terms—Electromagnetic, magnetic, micromachined, relay, switch.

I. INTRODUCTION

E

LECTROMECHANICAL relays remain widely used for
a number of applications including automotive control
circuitry, test equipment, and the switching of high-frequency
signals. The manufacturing processes used to produce electromechanical relays have historically been serial in nature.
Solid-state relays (SSR’s) have been one solution to this
production problem. SSR’s allow for devices to be batch
fabricated, however, they also may have higher offset voltage
injection, lower maximum off-state resistance, and higher
contact power dissipation than their electromagnetic counterparts. For those reasons, electromagnetic relays remain
widely used for many applications. Micromachined relays
are produced by the application of batch fabrication techniques to electromechanical relays. This approach attempts to
combine the best attributes of both electromechanical relays
and SSR’s, namely, the smaller size of solid-state devices
and the increased off resistance and lower on resistance that
is more typical of electromechanical relays. Micromachined
relays may also allow for the interconnection of large relay
arrays during fabrication, thus reducing other fabrication steps
currently needed for relay arrays.
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statically actuated microrelays were demonstrated in 1979 [1].
Those devices used metallic contact materials to reduce the
contact resistance and increase the current carrying capacity.
Since that time, polysilicon electrostatic microrelays on CMOS
have been demonstrated [2], [3]. These devices had a relatively
low carry current of approximately 10 mA. Other versions
of electrostatic microrelays have also been demonstrated and
have shown lower contact resistance through the use of metallic contact materials [4]–[7]. Another electrostatic device has
also been reported with actuation voltages from 30 to 400 V
[8] and a switched current of 10 mA. One electrostatically
actuated device reported lifetimes in excess of 10 [5]. A
recent electrostatic microrelay [9] displayed the ability to
actuate with less than 24 V and was able to switch currents
up to 200 mA.
Mercury can be used in electromechanical relays to improve
lifetimes by reducing the contact wear and arcing effects. A
thermally driven microrelay with mercury contacts has been
demonstrated [10]. This device had contact resistance lower
than 1 , with a maximum carry current of 20 mA.
In many applications, such as integrated circuit test equipment or automotive environments, a low actuation voltage
may be desirable to reduce noise or eliminate the need for
voltage converters. Many of these environments allow for high
currents to be used at these low voltages. Magnetically driven
microrelays are very desirable in such an environment as they
are compatible with these requirements. Previously reported
magnetic microrelays do not have fully integrated coils or
magnetic components [11]–[13]. The schemes presented have
used either an external electromagnet [11], [12] to actuate a
movable member or an integrated heating element [13] to
demagnetize portions of a magnetic circuit, which thereby
causes the device to change state toward another magnetized
region, pulling the contacting elements apart. The use of
an external coil reduces the benefits of batch fabrication
by requiring some other assembly and does not allow for
the minimum device size to be achieved, as the coils are
wound using standard winding techniques. The use of thermal
actuation schemes results in relatively large forces, but will
tend to increase the switching time. Thermal actuation may
also induce noise voltages in the relay contacts due to thermal
voltage generation effects.
Our approach has been to use a fully integrated magnetic
actuation design to realize integrated microrelays. Previously,
we reported a fully integrated magnetically actuated micromachined relay [14], which demonstrated the ability of such
a device to be produced. The use of a fully integrated mag-
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other side of the coil. The magnetic flux thus generates a force
on the upper magnetic plate, resulting in motion of the upper
plate toward the electromagnet. When the upper magnetic plate
moves down toward the electromagnet, it encounters the two
contacts (contacts A and B), which stop its motion. Since the
upper plate is conductive, a current can flow from one contact
(contact A) through the upper plate and into the other contact
(contact B). When the current in the coil is discontinued, the
mechanical restoring forces of the upper plate suspension arms
are sufficient to pull the upper plate off of the contacts. When
the plate is pulled off of the contacts, the current through the
contacts is discontinued and the relay is again in the “OFF”
state.
III. FABRICATION
Fig. 1. Schematic overhead view of the microrelay, illustrating the relative
positions of the upper movable plate, contacts, side cores, and coils.

netically actuated microrelay design has several advantages.
Minimum-sized relays may be obtained, and the devices do
not require any assembly of a coil to an actuator plate, thus
allowing the maximum advantages of batch fabrication to be
realized. By using a magnetic actuation approach the switching
speeds are not limited due to thermal time constants. The use of
a low-temperature fabrication process (less than 250 C) allows
for the devices to be used in packaging technologies, or to be
postprocessed with silicon circuitry underneath the microrelay.
Another advantage of using a silicon substrate may be the
integration of protection diodes across the microrelay coils.
Thus, the total number of components on a printed wiring
board, or other substrate, e.g., a multichip module, may be
reduced.
II. DEVICE CONCEPT
In the design of these microrelays, a single-layer coil was
used to reduce fabrication complexity and eliminate the via
connections required in a multilayer coil. Elimination of the
via connections combined with the meander nature of this coil
design results in a lower coil resistance when compared to
typical planar spiral coils [15]. Fig. 1 shows a schematic view
of a cantilever type normally open microrelay.
The operation of the microrelay is similar to other normally
open electromagnetic relays with the exception that the magnetic flux is distributed rather than additive as is the case
with most conventional electromagnetic relays. Fig. 2 shows
a schematic of the flux patterns and how the flux adds in
adjacent-side core areas. The device actuates by passing a
current of sufficient magnitude through the coil and generating
a magnetic flux which is concentrated by the lower and side
magnetic cores. The magnetic flux then flows through the
magnetic gap (consisting of the air gap between the contacts
and the upper movable plate and the distance from the side
core to the top of the contacts) and into the upper magnetic
plate. The flux then propagates along the upper magnetic plate
to the area over the next side core, where the flux again passes
through the magnetic gap and into the adjacent side core on the

The microrelay fabrication is based on standard polyimide
mold electroplating techniques [16] and consists of an integrated planar meander coil and a pair of relay contacts
positioned above the coil. A movable magnetic plate is surface
micromachined above the contacts and connects the two
contacts when coil current is applied to the electromagnet.
Fig. 3 shows a schematic representation of the fabrication
sequence.
The fabrication begins with the deposition of a seed layer
on the substrate, which is coated with a polymer, such as
polyimide. The polymer is patterned and etched with a technique such as plasma etching to form a polymer mold for the
subsequent electroplating of the lower magnetic core with a
nickel–iron alloy [17]. An insulation layer is deposited over
the lower magnetic core, and a seed layer is deposited for
the electrodeposition of the coils. The coils are patterned
and electroplated through a photoresist mold. Afterwards the
photoresist layer and the coil seed layer are removed, which
electrically isolates the coil windings from each other. Another
polymer insulation layer is deposited. The patterns for the
side cores are defined using a plasma technique down to the
lower magnetic core. The side magnetic cores are electroplated
through the polymer insulation mold. At this point, the electromagnet fabrication is complete, and the entire electromagnet
is insulated and planarized using a polymer material. A seed
layer is deposited over the electromagnet, and the contacts
are patterned and electroplated through a photoresist mold.
The photoresist mold and seed layer are removed. A photoresist sacrificial layer is deposited over the contacts and
patterned. The upper magnetic plate is electrodeposited over
the photoresist sacrificial layer after deposition of the seed
layer and patterning of a second photoresist layer. The upper
plate photoresist plating mold and seed layer are removed
sequentially. The final process step of the fabrication is the
removal of the photoresist sacrificial layer and cleaning of the
contacts. The devices then are ready to be used as microrelays.
Fig. 4 is a photomicrograph of a completed microrelay.
The fabrication temperatures are important for micromagnetic devices as subsequent processing temperature will affect
the magnetic properties of the materials deposited previously.
For electrodeposited permalloy films, similar to the ones used
in the devices described in this paper, the residual stress in
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Fig. 2. Schematic side view of the microrelay, showing a conceptual view of the flux patterns generated by this microrelay geometry.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(e)

(f)

(g)

Fig. 3. A side-view schematic of the fabrication process used to produce
microrelays. (a) After lower core polymer mold deposition. (b) Insulated
lower magnetic core. (c) After coil electroplating and insulation. (d) After
side magnetic core electrodeposition. (e) After deposition of contacts over the
electromagnet. (f) After plating of the upper movable magnetic plate. (g) The
completed microrelay after photoresist sacrificial layer has been removed.

the films increases with exposure to temperatures above the
temperature during electrodeposition [18], [19]. This behavior
differs from the behavior observed in bulk materials, where the

process of annealing is typically used to reduce the residual
stress in the material. These film characteristics must be taken
into account when designing the fabrication process for any
micromagnetic device and especially one where the moving
member is made of an electroplated film.
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Previously, we reported a simple theoretical model to describe the microrelay actuation based on reluctance theory
[14]. The use of such models are convenient as general design
guidelines, but these models may lack the necessary accuracy
for full design optimization. As discussed in [20], this is due to
the geometrical influences of the micromachined device where
the air-gap reluctances become comparable to those of the
magnetic core. In such a case, the reluctance of the magnetic
cores should not be neglected as is the case for a simple
reluctance model. More complex reluctance models may be
derived that more accurately represent these effects. However,
due to the difficulty in quantitatively incorporating fringing
effects into many reluctance-type models, a finite-element (FE)
method is preferable.
In order to obtain a more detailed understanding of the
microrelay, the basic structure has been analyzed using
the general-purpose FE software ANSYS 5.2. Both twodimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) magnetic
analyses have been performed to obtain the forces acting
on the magnetic upper plate of the microrelay. The results of
the simplified 2-D magnetic analysis can be directly compared
with the analytical results obtained from the reluctance theory.
However, a 2-D analysis is required to more accurately model
the characteristics of the actual microrelay structures with
their zig–zag coils. The final deflection of the upper plate due
to the magnetic forces and the resulting contact forces have
been calculated in a subsequent nonlinear structural analysis.
The 2-D magnetic analysis simulates a magnetic actuator
with parallel infinitely long current conducting lines. The
current direction (either into or out of the plane) alternates
from copper line to copper line. Due to symmetry reasons,
only a section of the coil consisting of two current lines had
to be modeled. The basic repeating unit of the 2-D simulation
extends from the center of one current line to the center of the
next current line with the same current direction (see Fig. 5).
A flux-normal boundary condition (i.e., no flux parallel to the
boundary) was applied along the boundaries to the neighboring
coil elements. Eight-node 2-D magnetic solid elements were
used to model the relay structure and the surrounding air.
2-D infinite boundary elements were incorporated to model
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Fig. 4. Photomicrograph of a cantilever microrelay which had an actuation power of 33 mW.

Fig. 5. Vector plot of the magnetic induction B in a cross section of the microrelay as obtained from a 2-D magnetic FE simulation.

an infinite extension of the air above and below the actual microrelay structure. Initial simulations were based on
the nonlinear material properties of the permalloy films as
measured with a vibrating sample magnetometer [21], [22].
After verifying that the NiFe cores are not saturated during
device operation, all of the following magnetic simulations
were performed assuming linear material properties with an
for permalloy. A permeability
effective permeability
for permalloy represents the lower values reported
in the literature [21].
Fig. 5 shows a vector plot of the resulting magnetic induction B in the microrelay as calculated from the 2-D model.
The air elements above and below the relay structure are not
displayed for clarity. Clearly visible is the characteristic alternating flux pattern obtained for the single layer coil structures:
whereas the magnetic field direction is “downward” within one
of the side cores, it is “upward” in the next side core. Within
each side core, the field components created by the adjacent

current lines are additive. For typical microrelay dimensions
A, a maximum magnetic induction
and a driving current
on the order of
–
T was obtained in the
NiFe core below the current lines as well as in the upper
plate above the coil lines. At the same time, the maximum
in the air gap between the side cores and
magnetic field
the upper plate was typically on the order of 450–600 Oersted
–
A/m). The global force generated on the
(
upper plate has been calculated within the ANSYS simulations
using magnetic virtual displacement (MVDI) loading [23]. For
a magnetic gap of 10 m between the side cores and the upper
per area
typically
plate, the available actuation forces
range from
–
N/m for the devices investigated
in this work. The resulting forces are in general agreement with
the actuation forces obtained from the analytical model based
on standard reluctance theory [14].
Fig. 6 shows the FE model of the basic repeating unit of the
zig–zag coil used for the 3-D simulations. For clarity reasons,
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Fig. 6. Finite-element model of the basic repeating unit used for the 3-D magnetic simulation of the microrelay. For clarity reasons, only the core,
coil, and upper plate are shown.

only the coil elements as well as the NiFe core elements are
shown. Including the air and polyimide elements in the air gap
as well as above and below the microrelay, the complete FE
model consists of 6900 eight-node magnetic solid elements
with three degrees of freedom (for the vector potential A)
per node. Whereas flux-parallel boundary conditions (i.e.,
no flux is passing through the boundary plane) are applied
along the boundaries to the neighboring coil elements, 3-D
infinite boundary elements available in the ANSYS program
have been used to model the infinite extension of the air
above and below the relay structure. Current is applied to
the copper elements as a constant body load. Similar to the
2-D simulations, the forces acting on the magnetic upper plate
have been calculated using MVDI loading.
In the following, the principal results of the 3-D simulations
are discussed for the relay design shown in Fig. 4. The basic
repeating unit of the coil design has lateral dimensions of
240 by 420 m. The actuation force has been calculated as
a function of the coil current and the magnetic gap between
the top of the side cores and the bottom of the upper plate. The
m
upper plate touches the contacts for a magnetic gap
due to the fact that the planarization layers and the contacts are
between the electromagnet and upper plate. Fig. 7 shows the
force generated on the upper plate of the repeating unit (with
m ) as a function of the magnetic gap
area
for different driving currents. The upper plate of Fig. 5 with its
lateral dimensions of 3.5 by 1.95 mm covers 68 repeating units.
The actuation force increases with the square of the coil current
as expected from the reluctance theory. The dependence of
the force on the spacing between side cores and the upper
(solid
plate can roughly be described by a power law
. This result is in
lines in Fig. 7) with an exponent

Fig. 7. Simulated force on the upper plate of the basic repeating unit as a
function of the magnetic gap between side cores and upper plate for different
actuation currents—the upper plate touches the contacts for a magnetic gap
g = 10 m.

contrast to the analytical model based reluctance theory which
, but does not account for the reluctance of
predicts
the core and the 3-D nature of the coil design. Assuming that
the upper plate is completely pulled down to the contacts (i.e.,
m), the total magnetic force acting on the upper plate
A. This corresponds to a
is 2.5 mN for a coil current
force per actuator area of
N/m . As will be seen
in the following section, these large forces imply that currents
much smaller than 1 A will be required for relay actuation.
Based on the actuation forces calculated in the magnetic
analysis, a structural analysis of the upper plate was performed
to predict its deflected shape as well as the contact forces. The
upper plates have been modeled using four-node structural
shell elements. A Young’s modulus of
GPa, which
represents the results of several investigations for thin electroplated permalloy films [24], [25], was used in the simulations.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. Simulated deflection of the 10-m-thick upper plate of the relay shown in Fig. 4 subject to a distributed force of (a) F = 0:1 mN and (b) F = 1:0 mN.
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Fig. 9. Contact resistance of microrelay as measured using a four-terminal method. The maximum contact resistance measured was 38.6 m , and the
minimum contact resistance measured was 22.4 m . Testing was stopped arbitrarily, not due to device failure.

Additional 3-D contact elements between the upper plate and a
rigid substrate allow the simulation of the microrelay contact in
a nonlinear structural analysis. In this work, a constant pressure
has been applied to all the elements of the upper plate (except
the beam suspensions), although the actual force acting on
each element depends on its distance from the coil. However,
if the upper plate is completely pulled down, the magnetic
force per area is indeed constant across the upper plate. Within
the nonlinear analysis, the total force acting on the upper plate
is ramped to its final value with two load steps. In the first
load step, the force is increased in very small increments until
the upper plate touches the contacts at the beam tip. As soon
as this contact is established, the overall stiffness of the upper
plate to transverse loads strongly increases. In the next load
step, the force is ramped to its final value. Typically, the load
is increased in 40 substeps to the final value. As an example,
Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows the deflection of the relay upper plate
of Fig. 4 (assuming a plate thickness of 10 m) for actuation
forces of
and mN, respectively. Whereas about
half of the upper plate is making contact to the substrate for
mN, the upper plate is almost completely pulled down
mN. An actuation force of
mN is already
for
achieved with a coil current of about 200 mA. These results
demonstrate that reliable relay operation can be achieved for
operating currents below 200 mA.
In addition, the structural ANSYS simulation gives an
estimation for the achievable contact forces. If the 3.5 by
1.95-mm upper plate structure described above is pulled down
with a total force of 1 mN [see Fig. 8(b)], the total contact
force is about 0.9 mN. A separate structural analysis of the
suspension beams indicates that a force of only 0.06 mN per
beam is required to deflect its tip by 10 m.
Modal analysis of the movable plate was performed in
order to determine the resonance frequency of the upper plate
structure. Four-node plastic shell elements with six degrees of
freedom at each node were used to model the upper plate
geometry. The first resonance frequency was calculated as
166 Hz for the structure of Fig. 4.
V. RESULTS
Several different relay geometries were tested. These included four-arm bridge-type upper movable plates and more
flexible two-arm cantilever-type upper plates and two coil
designs with different repeating unit sizes. In addition, two
operating modes of the relay were investigated: one in which

the movable plate formed one of the contacts and one or
both of the lower contacts formed the second contact (mode
1) and one in which the movable plate bridged both lower
contacts (mode 2). The first operation mode had lower contact
resistance since only one contact to movable plate interface is
formed upon relay closure—the second operation mode had
higher contact resistance, but no current must flow through
the movable plate support arms.
A. Coil and Actuation Tests
All types of suspensions, coils, and operating modes produced successfully actuating and functional relays. As expected, the more flexible cantilever-type suspension combined
with a tighter coil spacing resulted in lower actuation currents. The first operation mode had lower contact resistance
when compared to the second operation mode. For a typical
cantilever-type device, with beam dimensions of 200- m
width and 2-mm length, actuation was achieved with a 500-mA
coil current. The lowest contact resistance was observed at
600 mA for these devices—the actuation power (i.e., power
consumed by the coil) was 320 mW at the 600-mA actuation
current. By decreasing the line width of the coils and increasing the number of coil lines under the upper plate, actuation
currents and powers of 180 mA and 33 mW, respectively,
were achieved. Fig. 4 is a photomicrograph of the minimum
actuation power device. Other geometric parameters of the
power-minimized device were beam widths of 100 m and
an upper plate that was 1.95
3.5 mm in length. These
power levels are more typical of commercially available reed
and miniature armature relays, which are typically rated at
50–100 mW of coil power.
The coil resistance of the microrelays was typically 1–1.5 ,
depending on coil size and thickness. The microrelay coils
have been tested up to and in excess of 3.0-A dc continuously
for several hours and did not fail. The coil and relay were both
still operational after this experiment.
The voltage isolation between the coil and the contacts was
also tested. The fixed lower contact was used as one terminal,
and the coil as another. Voltages up to 1600 V show no signs of
dielectric breakdown. Typical miniature armature relays must
maintain 1500-V isolation between coil and contacts.
B. Contact Resistance Tests
Measurements of the microrelay contact resistance (defined
as the resistance from one bonding pad of the relay contact
to the other bonding pad, including the interface resistances)
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A/div, and the

Fig. 10.

Photograph of curve tracer output for low-level load. Vertical axis is 20

Fig. 11.

Photograph of curve tracer output for higher current load. Vertical axis is 5 mA/div, and the horizontal axis is 50 mV/div.

under electromagnetic actuation were performed in air using
a dc multimeter. Values of the “ON” resistance as low as
22.4 m were measured using a four-point probe technique,
with the maximum value observed over 15 000 operations
being 38.6 m . Fig. 9 shows the contact resistance versus
trial for the 15 000 operations. Testing was stopped arbitrarily,
not due to any change in device performance. The “OFF”
resistance was infinite—no current flow was observed with
voltages in excess of 10 V applied across the contacts. The
contact materials were gold in these relays.
Contact resistance was also measured on a curve tracer in
order to determine if the contact resistance was constant at
low-level loads for the nickel–iron to gold contacts. Fig. 10 is
a photograph of the curve tracer display with the axis being
20 A/div and the horizontal axis being 50 mV/div. Fig. 11
is a photograph of the curve tracer display for a axis of

horizontal axis is 50 mV/div.

5 mA/div and an axis of 50 mV/div. Clearly, in Figs. 10
and 11, the current-voltage behavior is linear at both low and
high currents. This should allow for these devices to be used
in low signal switching applications.
C. Switching Current Tests
Testing of a microrelay with an active load being switched
across the contacts has also been performed. A cantilever-type
microrelay, shown in Fig. 12, was able to repeatedly switch
a 1.2-A dc load, both making and breaking the circuit in the
first operational mode (one contact to upper plate interface)
by energizing the relay coil. The voltage across the microrelay
contacts when the relay was open was 3.0 V. This relay had an
upper plate measuring 4 mm 2.4 mm. The suspension arms
were 400 m wide. The voltage drop across the contacts was
measured to be 1.6 V at the 1.2-A current. Thus, the contacts
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Fig. 12. Photomicrograph of a cantilever microrelay shown next to a dime. This type of relay has been able to switch 1.2 A by means of electromagnetic
actuation of the upper plate using the integrated electromagnet.

Fig. 13. Lifetime result of a microrelay shown to 700 000 plus operations. This device was tested in laboratory air in an unpackaged state. Testing was
stopped arbitrarily, not due to any changes in device performance.

were able to successfully operate with 1.92 W of power being
dissipated across them without contact failure. No experiments
were conducted beyond 1.2 A with electromagnetic actuation.
Testing of the microrelay contacts for their ultimate limits
was performed using mechanical actuation of the microrelay instead of electromagnetic actuation. The contacts when
closed mechanically (nonswitching) had a contact resistance of
0.017 and could carry 4.5 A of current for several minutes
before failure occurred and 3 A of current repeatedly without
failure.

lifetimes in excess of 850 000 cycles are possible. Tests beyond
850 000 cycles were not performed, and the termination after
850 000 cycles was arbitrary, not due to any changes in
device performance. Fig. 13 shows lifetime test results for a
cantilever-type device, with gold–gold contact material. The
test was performed using a two-wire technique, and thus the
influence of the test leads affected the measurements. A fourpoint technique was then used to measure the resistances more
accurately as reported above. The device was tested in an
unpackaged state and was not protected from dust or other
disturbances in the surrounding air.

D. Lifetime Tests
E. Switching Speed Tests
A long-term reliability test of the microrelay was performed
using a computer-controlled actuation and measurement setup.
The current passed through the microrelay contacts during
these tests was supplied by a digital multimeter (DMM) in
the resistance measurement mode, and was approximately
2.5 mA. The voltage across the contact when the relay was
off (contacts open) was also provided by the DMM and was
nominally 5 V. The devices tested have shown that operation

Actuation times of the microrelays were typically in the
range of 0.5–2.5 ms, with values as large as 5 ms being
observed for some of the microrelays. The differences in the
actuation times arise from the different mechanical structures
of the upper magnetic plates used for different micromachined
relays. Fig. 14 shows a typical switching time measurement.
This particular measurement was taken with a 5.1-k resistive
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